
The Rotary Club of Sackville (RCS) is a service club whose motto is: Service Above Self. The Gold Mine is a 
weekly lottery whose winner gets 50% of the proceeds. The other 50% goes to the club to cover Gold Mine 
expenses and fund community and international projects.

How to Play:
To register, players must write their name, address, phone number, and email on a Gold Mine 
registration form (available at any of the participating retailers), separate the form, keep the part with 
the number and place the part with the player's information into the blue box.

RCS registers the Gold Mine numbers in its database and places one numbered token for each number
registered into the drum with all previously registered numbers.

The Gold Mine number on the registration form is assigned to that player until the player retires it.

A player must either pre-pay at https://sackvillerotarygoldmine.ca/ for a period of 15 to 52 weeks or go 
to a participating retailer each week any time after noon on Monday and before the deadline of Sunday 
at closing or midnight, put their Gold Mine number on the Gold Mine sticker provided, place the sticker 
securely on the toonie and deposit the toonie into the Gold Mine blue box.

Each week, after the counting of toonies is complete, RCS oversees the drawing of the winning token 
from the drum.

If the player who registered the number drawn has played a toonie that week, they win 50% of total 
toonies played.

RCS will notify the winner and publicly announce the name of the winner and the amount of the 
winnings that week.

If the player whose number was drawn from the drum had not played a toonie that week, RCS will 
publicly announce the non-winning number and lost winnings and add the lost winnings to the pot for 
the following week.

Players are welcome to register more than one number but, there is no advantage to playing the same 
number more than once each week.

Rules for Gold Mine Draw:

Players must be at least 19 years of age.

Players grant RCS the right to publish the names of winners.

RCS will place copies of lists of registered numbers periodically at Gold Mine blue box locations, 
however, the RCS database is authoritative.

To retire a number, a player must complete and return a request form provided by RCS at Gold Mine 
blue box locations. 

RCS will publicly announce winners' names, non-winning numbers and amounts.

To be eligible to win, a player must ensure that a sticker with a legibly-written, registered number is 
affixed on a toonie and placed in a Gold Mine blue box before the deadline.

RCS reserves the right to make changes to the rules without notice.

RCS reserves the right to disqualify and, if necessary, withhold winnings from any contestant deemed 
in violation of the contest rules. 
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